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A successful coup was staged by opponents of Donald Trump in

Washington on January 6. Of course, Joe Biden’s inauguration has

not yet taken place, but at the moment the incumbent head of the

United States looks broken and surrendered, and the Democratic

Party is triumphant.

I greet you, our respectable subscribers of PolitRussia and once

again congratulate you on the New Year 2021 and the Nativity of

Christ. While we were calmly and peacefully celebrating these

remarkable holidays, in the USA, there was a dramatic event for

Donald Trump supporters. I was asked to speak out and and post

daily by many subscribers on the geopolitical results of last year’s

events. And so in December, I voiced an assumption that the head

of the White House might try to keep the Democratic Party from

taking power, by using extraordinary methods.

Right now, with the first 10 days of January passing, I have to

admit that this option is not allowed to become reality, and the
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chance of it happening is close to 0%. The reason for this

deplorable position for Trump is because of betrayal from the vice

president’s side, Mike Pence and the further failed attempt to

protest inside the Congress about the electoral votes going in

favor of Biden. The move of protesting could have changed the

outcome, but the misfortune with Trump is that this move was easy

to foretell. And the Democrats cut short the session in Congress to

arrange the so-called “capture of Capitol Hill by Trump supporters

on January 6th.” The logical version of what happened in the

capital of the USA was outlined by publicist Alexander Rogers.

Alexander Rogers: “While Trump supporters were peacefully

rallying in front of the Capitol Hill, a group of unknown people,

among which some of them were identified as BLM and Antifa

activists, broke several windows in the back portion of the building,

and got inside. Notice how they did it without firearms. Under the

pretext that the building was under threat of seizure, the session in

Congress gets interrupted exactly in the moment where

Republicans protested the acceptance of the electoral votes from

one of the disputed states – Arizona. It was very convenient for

Democrats if they were worried that they would not be able to push

the much needed decision.”

The so-called “seizure of Capitol Hill” was a staged provocation

comparable to the Nazis igniting the Reichstag on fire, is

evidenced by many facts, which came out after the events. For

example, people who portrayed themselves as leaders of the

Trump supporters, everyone turned out to be mummers or crisis

actors and activists hired by Democrats operating under what’s

called a ‘false flag’.

Aleksandr Aksenov (Telegram social media): “The [horned]
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shaman turned out to be actor Jake Angel, and was the so-called

decoy ‘gatekeeper’ who was called upon to provoke the supporters

of Trump. Here he is with Nancy Pelosi’s son-in-law, Michael Voss.

It really does look like the Reichstag fire setup.”

Vatnik (Telegram): *Picture of two ‘Trump supporters’ who

resemble two members of phillyantifa.org* “Listen, but were there

any actual Trump supporters there? It turns out that the whole

vanguard were made up of BLM-Antifa-Demo Leftists, from decoy

ducks to goat provocateurs. And if there were any Republicans

there, then they stupidly ran towards them.”

Real backers of Trump of course were there too, and they were

shot at. Even to death, like [14 year] veteran of the US Air Force,

35 year old, Ashli Babbitt. Killed inside of the Capitol Hill building.

But first of all, they were allowed inside the regime’s building

without any resistance by the police.

*Video plays* – 3:35

Alexander Rogers: “The video where it’s seen that police are

themselves allowing the protesters to get inside the Capitol. The

tactic is simple: Dress Antifa members up as Trump supporters

and disrupt the presentation of evidence [of election fraud] in

Congress. Now Trump is the enemy, and they are working on

various options of how to get him out of the way, deprive him of

power and attempts to get a second term. Too easy and too

suspicious. The leftovers of democracy in the USA are over.”

*Video ends* – 3:59

All of this was arranged for the sake of creating a media image

meant to intimidate Republican congressmen. And the maneuver

succeeded.
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Alexander Rogers: “’Terrorists’ and ‘insurrectionists’ (such a

friendly manner in which the democratic medias have called them)

are given 30 minutes to fool around and make funny photos with

Nancy Pelosi’s stand from the congressional hall. Seriously, tens

of unarmed idiots, which didn’t do anything, besides taking

pictures in the seat of the congressional speaker, were labelled as

a universal evil, terrorists and ‘threats to democracy.’ And all of the

media, all the journalists and a bunch of officials and congressmen

with the most pompous looking faces are calling them a ‘scary

threat to our way of life and our values.’ After which, calmly without

a fight or gunshots or even an intervention by Bruce Willis and

Gerard Butler, these horrible terrorists are removed from the

building. On the sly, Pence bypassed the president and made a

decision to deploy the National Guard to the capital. What is it

called? Right, a governmental overthrow. Or in English, a coup. Oh

yeah, Trump’s Twitter was blocked for 12 hours, and his address

to the protesters to peacefully disperse was deleted by Facebook.

This is exactly how a coup happens.”

The head of the USA trivially had his mouth shut, and couldn’t do

anything at all since he was in the information space that is fully

controlled by Democratic Party. And his opponents frolicked

through all of it. Here we have someone’s ears stick out for half a

meter. The main Maidanite [supporter of color revolutions] on the

planet, Henri Lévy, quickly dumped the method he typically uses.

Bernard-Henri Lévy: “Terrible image of vandals in hunting hats

assaulting the seats of Jefferson and Roosevelt at the Capitol.

Thousands of women and men gave their lives for this Republic.

Millions dreamt of it. And billions watch it besieged by grotesque

fascists.”
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Vatnik (Telegram): “The great argument of calling you Hitler:

‘What point is there to talk to you if you’re like Hitler.’ Oh God, oh

God. And a lying discourse to go with it: ‘Either you’re fully for

democracy in our way, or you’re a fascist!’ Arguments at full

length.”

For that reason they needed the hired clowns and the depicted

caricature rednecks. But a serious man and woman during that

time were sharpening their political steel, not walking away from

the high tribune.

Alexander Rogers: “Here, Pence and Pelosi show up and declare

that the meeting will be continued. A portion of the Republicans

are demoralized, they declare that they no longer support the

demand of a serious investigation in falsification of the election.

Which the conspirators had wanted to hear. Looking at the

objections of the rest of the states is removed from the agenda.

Very convenient, what else is needed? The congressional meeting

continues, and the duty clowns read text from already prepared

papers about condemning the ‘horrible terrorists’, they intensely

imitate a hearing (even though everybody says the same thing.)

After which, the Capitol Hill Police outside is given an order to

disperse the crowd by using tear gas and special equipment. The

extras are no longer needed, the picture of ‘terrorists’ has already

been drawn.”

Trump clearly was not prepared for such a vile provocation, it

became a blow under his hook. But the opponents didn’t let them

come to their senses and quickly unloaded their flywheel of

repression. Trump was banned from everywhere [with social

platforms] he possibly could. (Image shows he got banned from

Facebook, Twitter, Google, Spotify, Snapchat, Instagram, Shopify,
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Reddit, Twitch, YouTube, Tik Tok and Pinterest.) His supporters

that participated in the rally started to get pressed. Including those

who just attended, but didn’t follow the provocateurs to Capitol Hill.

The hidden hand of the market presses them. For those who did

follow them, the democratic American media went after those

people.

Maria Butina (Previous victim of US foreign agent claims and

smear campaign. Her Telegram account): “Washington DC

police published a list on January 7 of 736 people being indicted in

connection to the protests and the infiltration of the Capitol.

Citizens are accused of organizing a riot and a call for disorder,

violence towards police officers, non-observance of curfew,

violation of police fencing lines, penetration into private territory,

possession of unregistered firearms, threats of violence, damage

to property, robbery or attempted robbery, obscene acts, urination

or bowel movements in a public place, threats of kidnapping,

infliction of harm to the person and many other things.”

Sanctions under these articles are up to 10 years of imprisonment.

And you don’t need to be a genius to understand that the detained

Trump supporters will be condemned to their maximum sentences

to scare the rest.

Chinese Threat (Telegram): “If the United States saw what the

United States is doing inside the United States, the United States

would have invaded the United States to liberate the United States

from the tyranny of the United States.”

I congratulate all the storytellers who for decades sang to us about

how fertile the state system of the USA is. It’s only a shame that

these storytellers mostly live not in the creepy progressive United
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States, but rather in our lovable Russia. Where the provocateurs

like Navalny for years are advocating for a violent change in state

structures, yet walk free. Maybe it’s time for our so-called horrible

totalitarian regime to take an example from the Democratic Party

and tighten the screws? What do you think? Well at least for now,

the information agents of foreign influence have not tried to

attempt a coup here.

The Essential Saker IV: Messianic Narcissism's Agony by a

Thousand Cuts

The Essential Saker III: Chronicling The Tragedy, Farce And

Collapse of the Empire in the Era of Mr MAGA
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